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The solar radio flux at 10.7 cm wavelength is a 

widely used index to monitor Sun’s activity since the 
World War II, but there is still nothing equivalent to-
day for Earth. The terrestrial microwave emissions 
contain rich information on its climate as well as man-
made changes. 

Despite a large number of microwave sensors em-
ployed by research and operational weather satellites, 
the observation of microwave pulses from Earth as a 
whole has not been established. It requires an Earth 
view from a vintage point away from the planet, far 
enough to minimize sampling biases toward a particu-
lar terrestrial region or local time. The Moon orbit can 
be used to stare at Earth for a period of time from se-
conds to days under the similar Sun-Earth geometry. It 
will not bias the sampling to a particular local time nor 
to a specific region on Earth. Because Moon has a 
permanent face towards Earth, it is feasible in the fu-
ture exploration to establish a ground station on the 
lunar surface to monitor long-term variations of 
Earth’s microwave pulses as did for Sun. 

Microwave receivers nowadays can make both 
broadband and hyperspectral measurements at high 
accuracy and precision in a wide range of frequencies 
(1-2000 GHz), with good stability over more than 10 
years. The envisioned instrument is a single-beam 
spectro-radiometer with multiple spectral bands in 1-
2000 GHz and its field-of-view covering the full disk 
of Earth. Thanks to advances in modern detector tech-
nologies, this type of receivers now can measure a mi-
crowave spectrum over 100 GHz bandwidth, allowing 
simultaneous detection of multiple emission features 
and their intensity. In addition, improved detector sen-
sitivity will be able to sense a small (e.g., 0.1%) 
change in brightness temperature, should Earth fluctu-
ates in seconds, in days, or in decade. Among the ter-
restrial processes that affect the outgoing microwave 
radiation, the most important variables include surface 
temperature/emissivity, atmospheric gases (e.g., O2, 
H2O, O3), and clouds. At low frequencies (<30 GHz), 
human has begun to generate significant power world-
wide. All of the above can be observed from the vin-
tage point of lunar orbit, and the observation is a mani-
festation what Earth is like collectively at microwave 
frequencies. 

 
 

 
Fig.1. A snapshot of Earth microwave spectra at 1-
2000 GHz from clear and cloudy skies. Major spectral 
line features are mostly from O2 and H2O gases. The 
spectra with cloud scattering from different amounts of 
ice contents are depicted by colors. Earth’s microwave 
pulses are the collective efforts from millions of these 
spectra as Earth spins and clouds move around. 
 

 
Fig.2. A simple radiometer system like the Microwave 
Instrument for Rosetta Orbiter (MIRO) can readily 
achieve the field of view needed to cover the full disk 
of Earth. (Credit of MIRO instrument photo: Jet Pro-
pulsion Lab) 
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